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Abstract
In some cases, plazas that undergo archaeological testing for marketplace activity are
identified using a method known as the configurational approach. This preliminary research
method compares plaza locations to a list of associated features, often treated as a list of criteria.
However, this approach has been criticized for its speculative nature and the equifinality of the
results. Additionally, some argue that these “criteria” are only a list of assumptions. Until now,
the configurational approach has received little attention due to its limitations and speculative
nature, yet it remains an integral part of the preliminary process in marketplace research. This
project compiles the criteria list(s) that have been previously proposed and will compare them to
those marketplaces positively identified elsewhere in the Maya region. This study sets out to
determine if some, all, or no features typically outlined as marketplace criteria are associated
with confirmed marketplaces. Then, the “criteria” list is tested against plazas at Lakamha’ to
narrow down a potential location for future investigations. The collection of empirical data
recorded here is expected to create stronger criteria associated with marketplaces. Furthermore,
identifying which architecture is most often associated with marketplaces, allows us to minimize
any ambiguity during the preliminary process.
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1. Introduction
There is overwhelming evidence that marketplaces existed among the Maya in the past.
Markets were chronicled by contact period-accounts written by Spaniards (Cap 2015b, Hirth
1998, Masson and Freidel 2012, Coronel et al. 2015); references to markets and market exchange
existed in the vocabulary of Mayan languages (markets, trade, profit, etc.) from at least the end
of the first millennium BCE (Wurtzburg 1991, Cap 2015a, Coronel et al. 2015, Hutson 2017);
the existence of a patron deity for trade (Coronel et al. 2015); and the existence of a mural at
Calakmul composed of a series of scenes of market related activities (Carrasco Vargas et al.
2009). Therefore, it’s not a question if markets existed among the Classic Period (250-900 CE)
Maya, but how developed its infrastructure was, its embeddedness in society, the dependency of
cities and its citizens on this system, the systems put in place at each site, and what was its
continuity, longevity and sponsorship level.
In 1967, William Coe was among the first Mayanists to propose a marketplace at the Classic
Period Maya city of Tikal, Guatemala (Jones 2015). At first, Coe identified Tikal’s marketplace
based on the architectural arrangement of the East Plaza; a hypothesis later tested by C. Jones
through excavations. Results from Jones’ excavations between 1967 and 1979 were instrumental
in paving the way to rethinking the economic systems for Maya society, challenging the longheld belief that Classic Period Maya economic organization functioned solely under a
redistribution system (Jones 2015). Using four pieces of evidence the researchers at Tikal
proposed that the East Plaza functioned as a marketplace between 700-850 CE. These were, the
construction of gallery architecture, location (complex is situated at the convergence of four
major causeways), a large midden deposit corresponding with the expansion of gallery
complexes, and the lack of residential artifacts associated with the gallery rooms (Jones 2015).
1

However, this early research, which employed basic archaeological techniques, faced criticisms
because of its inability to rule out alternate non-market function (Feinman and Garraty 2010). In
other words, they were unable to produce unique evidence for marketplace functionality (Cap
2015a).
This led market exchange and marketplace researchers to creatively design new approaches
to support an argument for market economy among the Maya including the adoption of
techniques employed outside of the Maya area. Today, debates in marketplace research focuses
on the origin of market exchange (Masson and Freidel 2012), the reliability of the data as
indicators of its existence, the degree to which it was autonomous from other social, cultural, or
political factors, how to define it (Dahlin et al. 2007; King and Shaw 2015), and the possibility of
a standardized architectural configuration for marketplaces (Cap 2015b) within the Maya
Region.
We should be aware as archaeologists continue to consider more complex social structures
to understand people in the past, current theories and explanations (economic systems are an
exemplary subject) are underscored by Western knowledge and assumptions in their modus
operandi. Western knowledge focuses on the material and observable world (Atalay 2006),
something readily seen by the recent debates discussed above. However, native views prioritize
the spiritual, experiential, and the unquantifiable (Atalay 2006). While Atalay’s work was not
centered on Mesoamerican cultures, we can see that such considerations are also shared by Maya
people. Montejo (2005) explains how Highland Maya view the world as connected to the land
and their ancestors – they view their world as a sacred landscape. Therefore, to fully understand
Maya society (e.g. implications and embeddedness of economic systems), researchers must take
a careful approach to decolonize archaeological paradigms and begin incorporating indigenous
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knowledge in our research. Recognizing how current paradigms reflect Western knowledge, is
only the beginning; archaeologists must begin taking steps to include indigenous systems of
knowledge with more standard approaches (for example see Cojti Ren 2019).
The objective of this paper is to analyze which architectural features can be verified to be
associated with marketplaces based on previously excavated market areas. Marketplace
researchers have used a method called the configurational approach as a preliminary step to
narrow down and hypothesize a potential marketplace location. The configurational approach
hypothesizes a potential marketplace location based on spatial and architectural configurations
(Hirth 1998). Those who employ this method, often treat these associated features as a list of
criteria. Becker (2014), however, argues that these ‘criteria’ currently remain a list of
assumptions, since all the inferred criteria may not have been relevant to the market plan in
Maya cities. This paper, then, will test how efficient the configurational approach in marketplace
research is. This investigation combines the information learned from archaeologically verified
marketplaces in other lowland Maya cities dating to the period between 250-900 CE into a
cohesive analysis to understand which features were more commonly associated with
marketplaces.
Up to this point, not much attention has been given to the configurational approach. The
criteria list associated with this approach has been collected from other non-Maya regions and
they indicate the types of features that are presumed to be associated with marketplaces. These
features were gathered from ethnographic, ethnohistoric, and historic accounts stemming from
Central Mexico (Hirth 1998) and Europe (Becker 2015); thus, creating a conglomerate of
inferences that have been made from different regions, different cultures, and different time
periods. One problem with this, however, is that it assumes the features associated with markets
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are cross-cultural, identical, and remain static through time. Even more challenging, the
complete list of criteria that has been put together from these sources is not always employed in
an individual project, and it’s left to the discretion of the researcher which criteria to choose or
ignore. Therefore, we’re left with multiple approaches and multiple criteria, when looking for
marketplaces that don’t always translate from city to city.
Due to the preceding issues, the configurational approach remains largely speculative.
However, it has remained an integral part of the preliminary process in marketplace research, as
many researchers studying Maya marketplaces cited its used. This project, then, will compile the
criteria list(s) that have been proposed to be associated with marketplaces and investigate
whether or not such associated features are present within or surrounding verified marketplaces.
The paper investigates 18 verified marketplaces from the lowland Maya region to determine if
some, all, or no features can be associated with marketplaces. Also, this research applies the
criteria to rejected marketplaces to test if non-market areas share the features commonly
associated with marketplaces. Lastly, a potential marketplace location will be proposed at
Lakamha’, Mexico (also known as Palenque) using the configurational approach for future
research. Thus, I am setting out to answer if: All spatial indicators proposed for the
configurational approach are present within or around previously verified marketplaces? If not,
which ones have a stronger correlation? Can we find these confirmed spatial indicators within
the plazas of Lakamha’, and propose a marketplace at this ancient city based on those assumed
criteria?
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2. The Configurational Approach
One of the earliest to design a model for studying market economy was developed by Hirth
(1998). Hirth’s work at Xochicalco, Mexico designed a model in which multiple approaches
would be implemented to investigate market exchange and systems. These were: the
configurational, contextual, spatial, and distributional approaches. While Hirth’s work was
designed for a Central Mexican site, his methods incorporated ethnographic and ethnohistoric
work throughout Mesoamerica (for example, the Guatemala and Mexican Highlands). However,
his work was quickly adopted in market research throughout the Maya Region.
The configurational approach was first coined by Hirth (1998). It identifies a potential
location where market activity (a marketplace) may have taken place. The approach relies on
analyzing architectural and spatial information assumed to be associated with marketplaces. This
approach was not new by any means, however. Prior to Hirth’s work, a list of criteria for
identifying marketplaces already existed. For example, Wurtzburg (1991) summarizes research
on Maya marketplaces in Mexico (Coba, Chichen Itza, and Tulum) and Guatemala (Seibal,
Tikal, and Yaxha) dating as early as the 1960’s, which had produced a list of features often
thought to be associated with marketplaces. These were an open area, central location, and
access routes into the market area.
These criteria were first derived from studies of European markets, specifically the ancient
Greek market in Athens (Becker 2014, 2015). As market studies expanded, the list of criteria
also grew. In his original study, Hirth (1998) included criteria only derived from ethnohistoric
documents and ethnographic studies. For example, ethnohistoric (Spanish colonial) accounts
used were for pre-Hispanic markets located under Aztec controlled territory. Further, the
ethnographic accounts cover areas in Oaxaca, Chiapas, and the Guatemala highlands. From this,
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he built onto the “traditional three” (Markets were located in central locations, within open areas,
and had access to the area; Wutzburg 1991:40) by including that a marketplace should be near
(or adjacent to) administrative precincts, surrounded by walls or arcades, and organized in rows
and sectors.
Around the same time, excavations were being conducted at Tikal’s proposed market. After
arguing that the plaza functioned as a marketplace, researchers proposed a series of new criteria,
Becker (2014, 2015) called it “Plaza Plan 9.” Plaza Plan 9 consisted of a list of criteria that
would categorize any plaza function as a marketplace if it met the following: a built market
(venue with secure and long-term storage), a plaza or open space, access for a large crowd,
proximity to ballcourts and water sources, artifact patterning, nearby midden, and soil chemical
signatures.
Finally, in their theoretical and methodological review on market exchange and systems,
Dahlin and colleagues (2010) proposed a list of criteria when locating marketplaces. This list
borrowed from previous research such as that at Tikal. The list indicated that a plaza functioned
as a marketplace if: it was a large plaza, there was a paucity of associated ceremonial
architecture, paucity of burials and caches, easy access to a road, low linear platforms (or
structures) at the edges, rows for low foundations for stalls, no domestic structures, close
proximity to amenities (ballcourts, wells, shrines, and/or sweat baths), few complete artifacts
found in situ, but some evidence for the finishing process of goods (such as microdebitage
resulting from workshops within the marketplace).
As work continues to be carried out in areas that are argued to be marketplaces, more
features are added to the criteria list, or new lists are proposed altogether. This has led to
multiple approaches during the preliminary analysis of potential marketplace areas. Furthermore,
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this approach has been criticized for its speculative nature and the equifinality of the results by
many (for example, Stark and Garraty 2010), even by those who employ it. Given that this
approach only relies on surface surveys, visual inspection, and architectural markers, it comes as
no surprise that doubt is cast on the reliability of this approach. Nonetheless, this method has
remained a fundamental steppingstone for researchers studying marketplaces and by extension
market exchange (see Chase and Chase 2014).
However, none, except Becker (2014, 2015) has questioned the reliability of the proposed
list of associated features. Furthermore, not all archaeologists show which “criteria” were used
when selecting the plaza location as a marketplace candidate. Instead, the preliminary process is
left to speculation. At times we can infer or track down which features were used to narrow
down the marketplace candidate, which can often be linked to the researcher’s theoretical
perspective. For example, a school of thought that argues that markets were strongly associated
with the ruling class, a top-down approach (Keller 2006, Bair and Terry 2012), may associate
markets with features like administrative buildings, a centralized location, and proximity to the
ceremonial precinct. While those who see markets as a much freer enterprise, a bottom-up
approach (Dahlin et al. 2010, Cap 2015b, 2019), may associate markets with a lack of
ceremonial features, proximity to amenities, and other public access. Therefore, we are left with
multiple approaches and multiple criteria when looking for marketplaces, justifying the doubt the
configurational approach is associated with.
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3. Recent Techniques for Confirming the Presence of Market Exchange and Marketplaces
Market exchange and marketplace research has been slow to gain traction until recently.
Polanyi’s influence in early economic anthropology argued against any economic system that
wasn’t embedded into other social structures (Polanyi et al. 1957). He argued that a market
economy was a modern phenomenon developed during the industrial revolution and was based
on personal gain and the accumulation of capital (Garraty 2010). Instead, pre-modern societies
did not engage with or consider ‘economics’ as a separate concept, but rather it was embedded in
social structures like politics or religion (Polanyi et al. 1957). For the Maya, then, long distance
trade was a product of the political and religious elite to provision themselves on socially
charged commodities. However, with growing data collected through archaeological
excavations, research has begun to paint a much different story. Today, researchers studying
economic systems are beginning to rethink and reshape our understanding of Maya economies.
As mentioned earlier, Hirth has been at the forefront of marketplace research. He proposed
that identifying market exchange could be done through a combination of the various methods he
proposed. From the approaches he first proposed, the contextual approach infers the presence of
market exchange by the existence of features that require marketplace provisioning and
distribution. These features, for example, could be things like urban growth, craft specialization,
large cities, and high population densities where a redistribution system would have been
insufficient or impractical. Further, the spatial approach reconstructs economic exchange by
analyzing resource distribution over space or from the arrangement of population centers in
relation to surrounding settlement following the central-place theory. He argued, however, that
shortfalls to these approaches exist. For example, the contextual approach assumes market
exchange, while the spatial approach is difficult to apply when resource origin is difficult to
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ascertain. As a solution, Hirth (1998) proposed combining the preceding approaches (including
the configurational approach) with the use of the distributional approach for investigating market
exchange. This new method relied on the analysis of differential distribution of resources at the
household scale. Further, this approach presupposes that an increase in homogeneity of material
culture across the social hierarchy can be attributed to market exchange (Hirth 1998). A fifth
method, the regional production-distribution approach, later proposed by Stark and Garraty
(2010), considers the scale of craft goods in relation to the dissemination between used and
manufactured locations to evaluate if market exchange as a viable mechanism.
Market exchange can occur within centralized or decentralized locations (marketplaces or
workshops, respectively; Garraty 2010). The presence of a marketplace, therefore, presupposes
market exchange because its institutionalization within market exchange serves as a fundamental
mechanism for economic transaction (Garraty 2010:10; Hirth 2010). By studying a centralized
distribution location within a site, like Lakamha’, it helps archaeologists study the structures and
systems put in place to carry out basic economic operations, while at the same time reducing the
time and effort required to carry out other methodologies when studying market exchange.
Additionally, the presence of a marketplace may provide social and political implications within
a city (i.e., scheduling, networking, regional exchange, etc.), and furthering research into more
anthropological questions. However, the lack of a marketplace does not imply that a market
economy could not be present. Rather, it could simply mean that the systems put in place were
organized in a different manner (for example, merchant operators, etc.; Garraty 2010).
Direct testing for marketplaces in the Maya Region has been conducted by Anaya et al
(2021), Bair (2010), Bair and Terry (2012), Cap (2015a), Dahlin et al. (2007), Horlacher (2013),
Jones (1969 in Jones 2015), Keller (2006), Roche Recinos (2021), Shaw and King (2015), and
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Wutzburg (1991). Early work in marketplace research, like that of Jones (1969 in Jones 2015)
focused on the utilization of standard excavation techniques and interpreting function based on
type and distribution of artifacts. Jones combined multiple arguments (architectural arrangement,
construction activities, and artifacts found in a midden at the edge of the plaza) to argue for the
presence of a marketplace. Utilizing these methods in marketplace research, however, were
criticized for the equifinality of the results and met with skepticism. For example, Stark and
Garraty (2010) warned archaeologists that such evidence could have resulted as part of other
social or ritual events, or state control economic elements. Even when, multiple lines of evidence
were incorporated with standard excavation techniques, like the work of Dahlin et al. (2007),
Feinman and Garraty (2010) argue that it’s difficult to rule out alternate non-market hypotheses.
One of the issues faced by researchers, is that finding evidence for marketplaces is elusive
due to the fact that many of the products that would have circulated were most likely
biodegradable. At first, to solve this Dahlin and colleagues (2007) introduced the use of soil
chemical analysis as a methodology to test for marketplaces in addition to standard
archaeological excavations. They argued that elemental traces left in the soil could aid in the
interpretation of past human activity. Elemental phosphorus (P) has been strongly associated
with organic material, like foodstuff and waste material; and iron (Fe), is associated with
ceremonial activities, like art/pigmentation or ritual (Bair and Terry 2012).
To identify potential patterns and distribution of elemental signatures Dahlin and colleagues
(2007) used an ethnoarchaeological approach and compared their results to a contemporary
market in Antigua, Guatemala. They discovered that each section in the Antigua marketplace left
a unique soil signature with phosphorus dominating the food preparation and vegetable sales
section. Traces of zinc (Zn) were also found in the food preparation and fruits/vegetable sales
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section, while iron was only found in the mix-use (trinkets, clothing, etc) section. They used
these results and argued that if the plaza at the ancient Maya city of Chunchucmil, Mexico
hosted a marketplace, they would find similar trace results as the Antigua marketplace. After
excavations of the proposed marketplace at Chunchucmil, they discovered that indeed these
elemental signatures were discovered clustered together. Interestingly enough, in their paper they
showed (2007: Figure 6) that phosphorus was found clustered in a line following the direction of
the causeway. In this same area they discovered small rock alignments that were interpreted as
stalls, furthering their argument of space as a marketplace.
Similarly, Cap (2015a, 2015b) argued that a single line of evidence was insufficient to
interpret a given space as a marketplace. Her work at Buenavista del Cayo, Belize incorporated a
multivariate research approach tested for a market after implementing the configurational
approach. She incorporated systematic surveys, horizontal excavations, macro- and microartifact analysis, and soil chemical analysis at the proposed marketplace location. Like with
Dahlin’s et al. (2007) work, Cap saw elevated levels of phosphorous and other elemental
signatures that reflected the presence and organization of a marketplace. However, she also
argued that marketplace activities could be deduced if dense, discrete concentrations of artifacts
of the same raw material were found with “stall-like” features (2015b:116). Further, she argued,
that macro-artifacts were less likely to be found at the marketplace since products were meant to
be exchanged and moved from markets to households leaving no evidenced in the archaeological
record (Cap 2015b; also see Becker 2015 for a similar argument). Therefore, incorporating an
additional line of evidence, micro-artifacts analysis, would enable the discovery of any remains
that were trampled and left in place during active market days, cleaning, or maintenance of the
plaza area.
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The pioneering work of Dahlin et al. (2007) in testing marketplaces through soil chemical
analysis has been adopted by many (see Table 2 for a list). His study discovered that elemental
signatures clustered together, in rows or sectioned together as that seen in Antigua’s marketplace
(phosphorus and zinc representing food use, and iron representing the use of paint base
activities) would yield interpretations of space used as a marketplace. Cap’s (2015a, b)
methodology, on the other hand, has been seldomly implemented (with the exception of Anaya
and colleagues’ recent publication). However, she makes a strong case that if the presence of
stalls, or features that resemble them (for example rock alignments), are found within a plaza
space it is a strong indicator that the space served as a marketplace. Further, both Dahlin and
colleagues (2007), and Cap (2015a, b) argue that the clustering of debris of similar materials
(whether elemental or artifactual) near or around stalls, or in rows, served as strong indicator of
space functionality as a marketplace. These approaches that use multiple lines of evidence have,
overall, been met with considerable optimism as a productive way forward in marketplace
studies.
In Dahlin’s et al.(2010) and Cap’s (2015a) work, they were explicit on the use of the
configurational approach and the criteria used to deduce a potential testing location. In fact, the
incorporation of archaeological excavations and additional techniques were meant to serve to
strengthen the argument for this approach. Unfortunately, not all of the other marketplace
researchers were as explicit on the use of the configurational approach. For example, Bair (2010)
and Horlacher (2013) make no mention on the use of this method; while others do not mention
the criteria their testing location met, or only mentioning that they applied such an approach to
deduce a location. Therefore, this investigation assumes that some sort of criteria was applied to
reduce the number of tested locations within each respective archaeological city; since they often
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contained multiple open spaces where a market could have been located. A summary of a
complete criteria list will be constructed in order to complete the preliminary steps in searching
for a marketplace at Lakamha’.
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4. Methodology
4.1 The Configurational Approach and Building Stronger Criteria
The configurational approach considers various criteria which are hypothesized to be
associated with a marketplace. Some of these, requires knowledge that cannot be acquired unless
excavations are conducted; for example, presence of a midden, artifact patterning, soil
signatures, stall arrangement, and building function. However, this paper will focus on criteria
that can be considered during the preliminary process of identifying a potential marketplace
(Table 1) – one which begins with a visual inspection and assumes no prior excavations in the
area. The following list was collected from various articles discussing the configurational
approach and marketplace research. Mainly, from Becker (2015), Cap (2015a), Dahlin et al.
(2010), and Hirth’s (1998) work.
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Table 1. Criteria list for inferring marketplace function as proposed by previous studies (criteria
requiring no archaeological excavations).
No.
1
2
3

Criteria
Description
Open Space/Plaza
Administrative Precinct
Storage Unit

4

Causeway

5
6

Stalls/Arcade
Paucity of Ceremonial
Architecture
Proximity to
Reservoir
Shrine
Proximity to Sweatbath
Proximity to Ballcourt
No residential buildings
in the vicinity
Central Location/Central
Core

7
8
9
10
11
12

Region of Observation

Reference

Europe; Ethnography
Central Mexico
Contemporary
observation
Central Mexico; Tikal;
Ethnography
Central Mexico; Tikal
Unknown

Becker (2015); Cap (2015a)
Hirth (1998)
Shaw (2012); Becker (2015)
Hirth (1998); Becker (2015); Cap
(2015a)
Hirth (1998); Becker (2015)
Dahlin et al. (2007)

Europe

Becker (2015)

Tikal
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Dahlin et al. (2010)
Dahlin et al. (2010)
Dahlin et al. (2010)
Dahlin et al. (2010)

Central Mexico and
Ethnohistory;
Ethnography

Hirth (1998); Cap
(2015a)

Mostly, this criteria list is based on a simple present and absent test. For example, criterion 6
is a test on whether or not ceremonial structures are present in or near the open space in question.
However, there are a few that rely on establishing proximity. For example, criterion 7 which
indicates that access to water should be found close to a marketplace. By standardizing the
application of this approach, it is believed that the configurational approach could be improved
upon. It is being proposed here, then, that measuring the distances to criteria 7, 9, and 10
(proximity to water, sweatbaths, and ballcourts, respectively) from a marketplace can aid in
reducing subjectivity, but also aid in transparency and reproducibility of the data.
For the latter criteria, rather than asking if a ballcourt is close, for example, this research
asks how close is the ballcourt to the marketplace? To accomplish this, both Euclidian and
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Manhattan distances will be employed. Euclidian distance (or “as the crow flies”) is the length of
a line between two points. Manhattan distance (or city block distance), on the other hand,
measures the distances between two real-valued vectors as the sum of the distance differences in
both the x- and y-axes relative to the grid orientation. This measurement represents the shortest
path that can be taken on a grid. The Manhattan measurements incorporated here, are to collect a
real “on the ground” distance a person would be required to walk rather than one that passes
through buildings and other obstacles found on the landscape.
Both Euclidian and Manhattan distances were measured from the center of a marketplace to
the center of the respective features being measured (e.g., reservoirs). Because Maya cities do
not always follow a neat N/S orientation, nor are their cities always built in a grid-like pattern as
those found in modern cities, a 5 x 5 m fishnet was overlain on all ancient cities. This fishnet was
constructed through ArcGIS Pro (ver. 2.9). The 5m distance was chosen to not overburden the
computer processor while keeping a small enough space that could represent a person’s walking
path.
Based on the hypothesis put forth by Hirth (1998) and Dahlin et al. (2007, 2010),
marketplaces can be found in association within administrative precincts and not residential or
ceremonial (criteria 2, 6, and 11, respectively). However, the nature (and sometimes chaos) of
urban growth doesn’t always allow for such a neat distinction of “precincts.” Furthermore, the
lack in city wide investigations to determine precinct boundaries, makes this a difficult task to
change criteria 2, 6, and 11 from a simple binary (yes/no) test, to a quantification test. Instead,
the search parameters will be reduced to only focusing on the structures that bound the area
assumed to be a marketplace and whether or not they are associated with the market. The
classification of association of buildings with a market space will be categorized as direct
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(buildings facing inwards towards the market space) vs indirect (back of building facing the
market space). Unfortunately, the façade of buildings often requires previous excavations. If any
structures in the confirmed marketplaces have not been excavated to determine their association
or function, other indicators or hypothesis proposed by the original researchers were used.
Otherwise, this category remains as unknown.
Similarly, shrines served a very specific function and without excavations it is difficult to
ascertain if a feature served as a shrine or not. Currently, there are two dominant definitions for
what a shrine is. One, shrines are described as a horizontal platform linked with sacrifices or
offerings placed on top (Brown 2004). By this definition, shrines are closely related to altars with
a key distinction that shrines tend to be readily accessible and represent/venerates an important
deity. A second definition of shrine, provided by Stuart and Stuart (2008), describe shrines as
inner sanctums featured at the interior of chambers. They could be relatively small and often
fixed at the rear of rooms. Like with criteria 2, 6, and 11, the presence of shrines (criterion 8)
will be confirmed if the original archaeologist indicate its existence. Otherwise, it will also be
categorized as unknown.
Other criteria that will face similar complications are 3 (storage units) and 5 (stalls).
Fortunately, if buildings have not been excavated, stalls may be differentiated by their size.
According to Shaw and King (2015) stalls in the Maya region can be categorized through their
smaller surface area, when compared to living quarters (ranging from 5.3m2 to 25m2).
Additionally, low platforms (<2m) or platforms built with rows of stone may be interpreted as
stall foundations (Anaya et al. 2021, Cap 2019, Chase and Chase 2018, and Roche Recinos
2021). On the other hand, storage units exhibit indistinguishable characteristics when compared
to stalls (as we can see with the interpretations in Cap 2015, Horlacher 2013, and Jones 2015).
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For the purposes of this investigation, unless a clear mention or distinction was made by
researchers, storage units will be categorized as unknown.
Lastly, criterion 1 (markets must be located in open spaces) and criterion 12 (markets are
centrality located) are relatively simple to determine. These two are a simple binary test. Here,
however, the surface area was also calculated to accompany this simple logical test for criterion
1. Plaza surface was defined by any structure at its edges, walls, edges of platforms, causeways,
and/or empty space. Surface area was then calculated by this areal coverage minus a 5m buffer
from all structures at the edges (for the exception of walls; see Figure 1 illustrating all previous
methodology).

Figure 1. The site of Maax Na (map from Shaw and King 2015), serving as an example to
illustrate the process undertaken to acquire all spatial information.
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4.2 Confirmed Marketplaces
When this paper refers to a confirmed marketplace, it is referring to the positive results in
the lines of evidence discussed in section 3. For example, Cap (2015a) argued for the existence
of a marketplace by the presence of stall remains (cobble ballasts), soil chemical patterning
(mainly phosphorus), and the clustering of artifacts of alike raw material within the East Plaza of
Buenavista del Cayo. On the other hand, a rejected marketplace refers to the negative results in
the lines of evidence of this same section. For example, the Ramonal Plaza at Caracol, Horlacher
(2013) found no evidence of clear segregation or clustering in the soil chemical analysis results.
This investigation found 14 different sites (Table 2) that have conducted archaeological
investigations to confirm the presence of marketplaces. These investigations found a total of 18
marketplaces. These are: Buenavista del Cayo, Caracol (2 markets), Chunchucmil, Coba, Kiuic,
Maax Na, Motul de San Jose, Piedras Negras, Sayil, Seibal (or Ceibal; 2 markets), Tikal,
Trinidad de Nosotros, Xunantunich, and Yaxnohcah (3 markets; Figure 2).
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Table 2. All tested markets and their confirmation methods.
Site
Tikal
Chunchucmil
Maax Na
Seibal
Seibal
Sayil
Sayil
Trinidad de
Nosotros
Coba
Coba
Xunantunich
Caracol
Caracol

Caracol
Caracol
Buenavista
del Cayo
Motul de San
Jose
Kiuic
Kiuic
Piedras
Negras
Yaxnohcah
Say Kah’

Plaza
Location
East Plaza

Results

Method Implemented

Reference

Positive
Positive

Artifact Distribution
Soil Chemical Analysis
+ presence of stalls
Soil chemical analysis
and Artifact clustering
Soil chemical analysis

Jones 2015
Dahlin 2007

West Plaza
Plaza D
Plaza A and
Platform C
Group C
Mirador
Group
Mirador
Group
Plaza V

Positive

Negative
Positive

Positive

Shaw and King 2015
Bair 2010
Bair 2010
Wutzburg 1991

Negative

Soil chemical analysis
Artifact and Spatial
distribution
Soil chemical analysis

Positive

Soil chemical analysis

Plaza A
Plaza B
Lost Plaza

Positive
Negative
Positive

Conchita
Plaza
Puchituk
Plaza

Positive

Soil chemical analysis
Soil chemical analysis
Artifact clustering and
Soil chemical analysis
Soil chemical analysis

Moriarty 2013;
Dahlin et al 2010
Coronel et al 2015
Coronel et al 2015
Cap 2019; Keller
2006
Horlacher 2013

Positive

Soil chemical analysis

Retiro Plaza
Caana
Termini
East Plaza

Negative
Negative

Soil chemical analysis
Soil chemical analysis

Positive

Plaza II

Positive

Artifact
patterning/clustering
and Soil chemical
analysis
Soil chemical analysis

Bair and Terry 2012

Cusam Plaza
North Public
Plaza
SE Market

Positive
Negative

Soil chemical analysis
Soil chemical analysis

Horlacher 2013
Horlacher 2013

Positive

Roche Recinos 2021

NE, Sakjol,
and Ceh
Market
Group D

Positive

Artifact
patterning/clustering
Artifact patterning

Negative

Artifact clustering

O’Brien 2020
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Horlacher 2013

Chase and Chase
2018
Chase et al. 2019,
2020
Horlacher 2013
Horlacher 2013
Cap 2015a,b

Anaya et al. 2021

Figure 2. All confirmed marketplace locations.

4.3 Data Collection
Data collected for this investigation relied heavily on maps acquired from published works
(e.g., articles, books). Those which were not found electronically were scanned from paper
publications. Because very few publications provided real-world coordinates for their sites, all
maps were georeferenced into ArcGIS Pro and given an arbitrary coordinate system and
projection. Since this paper is only interested in the geometry of the plaza and distances to
certain features, there was no need to know any specific coordinates or coordinate system. Only
using the map scale and/or scale bar was sufficient for the purposes of this research. Therefore,
using an arbitrary coordinate system was sufficient and this eliminated the need to rectify
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georeferenced material. Some maps (for example, Seibal which had the largest margin of error),
were oversized and could not be scanned neatly. This resulted in some error (maximum error of
2m every 100m measured, 2% error) during measurements.
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5. Results
The first criterion for the configurational approach is that marketplaces are located on wide
open spaces, or plazas with easy access. During this investigation 18 locations (in 14 sites; see
Table 2) resulted in a positive identification of a marketplace. All, but one, were located within
plazas. The area tested at the edge of a platform in Group C of Seibal was the only outlier for this
category. The area and number of entrances in each marketplace were recorded, as seen in Figure
3:A and 3:B, respectively. About 70% of markets were less than 1ha, with a median value of
0.45ha (for the sample). Coba’s Plaza A, Chunchucmil’s Mercado, Tikal’s East Plaza, and
Seibal’s Plaza A were the only sites with a marketplace over 1.5ha. Just over half the number of
marketplaces had 4 entry ways (or were unobstructed); Kiuic’s Cusam Plaza was the only market
with only one entrance.
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Figure 3. A) Histogram of plaza area in hectares; B) number of entraces per marketplace; D)
criterion 12 – marketplace located at a central location or at central core. Dotted line in (A) is the
median value of sample.

The majority of these marketplaces were directly connected to a transportation artery (70%)
and very few (25%) had no distinct connection or were indirectly connected (traverse another
plaza for example) to a causeway (Figure 4:A). Similarly, about 70% of researchers found
evidence of stalls, or soil chemical residues that resemble lines of stalls, within their markets
(Figure 4:B). Very few sites encounter no stalls and these were: Seibal’s Platform C, Kiuic
Cusam Plaza, and Coba Plaza A markets. Ceh’s and Sakjol’s marketplaces at Yaxnohcah, found
evidence of low-lying mounds of limestone cobbles but were not excavated to verify if they
could have served as stalls. Sixty percent of marketplaces did not contain the presence of shrines
within or at the boundaries of a marketplace (Figure 4:C). Plaza A at Coba, El Mercado at
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Chunchucmil, West Plaza at Maax Na, East Plaza at Tikal, and El Mirador Group at Sayil all
indicated a shrine present; while the Southeast Marketplace at Piedras Negras and Plaza A at
Seibal contained a structured that could potentially be a shrine. While Bair (2010) did not
indicate that Plaza A of Seibal contained a shrine, platform A-13 could have been a shrine.
Willey (1982) indicated that this platform must have served for ceremonial or ritual purposes.
Therefore, in this study we categorized this structure as potentially being a shrine. Of these seven
sites, however, only Coba, Tikal, Sayil, and Seibal had conducted excavations at the shrine
locations. Coba’s shrine (El Cono) was dated to only the post-classic and no evidence on its
presence during the Classic period was uncovered. As a result, Figure 4: D, shows a more
realistic representation of Criterion 8 since function for most of these “shrines” could not be
verified.
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Figure 4. Number of marketplaces that satisfy: A) criterion 4 – direct connection to
transportation artery; B) criterion 5 – stalls/arcades presence; C) criterion 8 – shrine presence;
and D) criterion 8 corrected.

Many of the structures surrounding the marketplaces had not been previously excavated.
However, when excavations were not undertaken, function was determined by the lead
researchers (of original publications) through form, associated features, or architecture type. For
example, many buildings were not deemed as residential in function given the absence of
benches and metates (either within the vicinity of the building or in a nearby midden), room size
and form, or geometry of buildings. Unfortunately, this meant that these same structures could
not be verified or ruled out as functioning for other purposes. The majority of marketplaces,
therefore, were not directly associated with residential buildings, but there are an equal number
of sites with ceremonial and administrative structures (7 and 6, respectively) directly associated
with their marketplaces (Figure 5). Caracol (Conchita Plaza) and Tikal where the only sites
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containing both administrative and ceremonial structures directly associated with their
marketplaces. Sites with only ceremonial features directly associated with their markets were
Sayil and Buenavista del Cayo (both of which contained unexcavated structures at its
boundaries). Caracol (Puchituk Plaza) and Kiuic (Cusam Plaza) contained both administrative
and residential buildings associated with their markets. Seibal (Plaza A) was the only site
containing all three architectural types directly associated with the market.

Figure 5. Number of sites containing administrative, ceremonial, and residential structures
directly associated with marketplaces. Results testing criterion 2 (administrative precinct), 6
(paucity of ceremonial architecture), and 11 (no residential buildings in the vicinity).

Criteria 7, 9, and 10 of the configurational approach indicated that certain amenities were
associated with marketplaces; access to water, sweatbaths, and ballcourts, respectively. All
authors from the confirmed marketplaces indicated if water access and ballcourts were nearby,
far, or were not found. Measurements were performed for each marketplace to aid in defining
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what proximity meant. A total of 16 locations indicated the presence of water or features that
served for this purpose (chultuns, reservoirs, etc.). Nine marketplaces were under 150m
(Euclidean; Figure 6:A) from the nearest water source. Seven of which were under 200m of
walking distance (Manhattan; Figure 6:B). Motul de San Jose and Piedras Negras were the
furthest away from access to water at 467m and 421m (660m and 585m Manhattan distance),
respectively. No information was found for the marketplaces at Yaxnohcah or the Conchita
group in Caracol. However, Chase (2016) discovered that at Caracol distance between a
reservoir and a given Plazuela unit never exceed 120m.
The majority (~70% Euclidean and 50% Manhattan) of ballcourts were found to be under
500m (Figure 6:C and 6:D, respectively) from the marketplace. With a median of 148m for
Euclidean distance and 395m for Manhattan distance. All neighborhood markets (Caracol’s
Conchita and Puchituk Plazas, and Yaxnohcah’s Ceh, Sakjol and NE Market) were the furthest
away from ballcourts. Caracol’s Puchituk Plaza was located at 2965m (4015m Manhattan) from
the nearest ballcourt, while Conchita Plaza was found at 3103m (4395m Manhattan). As for
Yaxnocah, the marketplace closest to the ballcourt was Sakjol Market at 1207m (1890m
Manhattan), while the furthest was the NE Market at 2697m (3815m Manhattan).
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Figure 6. Histogram of distances to reservoirs (criterion 7) and ballcourts (criterion 10) from
marketplaces. A) Euclidean distance to water; B) Manhattan distance to water; C) Euclidean
distance to ballcourt; and D) Manhattan distance to ballcourt. Blue dotted line indicates the
media value within the sample.

Very few researchers that conducted the excavations at the verified marketplaces indicated
the presence of storage units (Criterion 3) or sweatbaths (Criterion 10). The marketplaces at
Maax Na, Caracol (Conchita and Puchituk), and Kiuic hypothesized the presence of storage
units. The authors believed the existence of this feature due to the results in residue analysis
and/or the presence of small rooms at the edges of the marketplaces. However, when the
arguments were made for storage units they could not be differentiated from stalls. For
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sweatbaths, only Seibal (Group C), Buenavista del Cayo, and Piedras Negras made any mention
to the presence of these features. These were located either directly associated with the
marketplace (Piedras Negras) or under 150m (Euclidean) from the marketplace.
5.1 Rejected Marketplaces
There were a total of six locations (5 sites) that resulted in the rejection of marketplace
function (Table 3). Five of the six tested areas rejected marketplace function through soil
chemical analysis; only at Say Kah’ was function rejected through standard archaeological
excavations and artifact patterning. Most of these areas were located in plazas (with the
exception of Caana Termini, Caracol) and all fell under 1.13ha, were located 140m (Euclidian)
and 205m (Manhattan) from the nearest water source, and had a direct connection to a
transportation artery. All rejected marketplaces lack the presence of residential buildings, for the
exception of Caana Termini at Caracol. Of the rejected sites that contained a ballcourt, all but
Caracol (Ramonal Plaza) were under 200m (Euclidian and Manhattan) from the nearest
ballcourt. The Ramonal Plaza is located over 2km from the core, where the nearest ballcourt is
found.
All, except the tested areas at Caracol, lack stalls. These stalls, however, were found along
the causeway that led to the tested area and not within the tested area itself (Chase et al. 2015).
Furthermore, few excavations have been conducted within these “stalls”. They are hypothesized
to function as such, based on dimensions, location, and lack of artifacts (Chase et al. 2015).
Similarly, most other structures present around the rejected marketplaces lack any extended
excavations. Therefore, only a few structures were assigned function, resulting in 3 areas
containing administrative buildings (Seibal and both areas at Caracol), and 2 containing
ceremonial buildings (Say Kah’ and Seibal).
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Table 3. Criteria results for rejected marketplaces

Site

Location

Transportation
Presence
Artery
of Stalls
Connection

Plaza
Area
(ha)

ReservoirE ReservoirM BallcourtE BallcourtM Architecture
(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)
Present

Kiuic

North
Public
Plaza

Direct

False

0.31

58

65

Say
Kah’

Group D

Direct

False

0.19

48

65

Caracol

Caana
Termini

Direct

True

0.29

78

90

Caracol

Ramonal
Plaza

Direct

True

0.15

Seibal

Group C

Direct

False

0.72

104

Coba

Plaza B

Direct

False

1.13

153

ReservoirE is the Euclidean distance to the nearest water source.
ReservoirM is the Manhattan distance to the nearest water source.
BallcourtE is the Euclidean distance to the nearest ballcourt.
BallcourtM is the Manhattan distance to the nearest ballcourt.
Blank cells mean there were no data for that specific feature.
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Unknown

136

190

2660

3420

205

82

190

215

105

195

Only
Ceremonial
Administrative
and
Residential
Administrative
Only
Administrative
and
Ceremonial
Unknown

6. Case Study – Lakamha’, Mexico
Lakamha’ is located in the modern state of Chiapas, Mexico (Figure 7). The ancient site sits
on a plateau in the hills separating the Chiapas-Tabasco foothills from the coastal plains, and
enjoys an abundance of water with its numerous creeks and rivers running through the city
(Barnhart 2001, Robles et al., 2015; Stuart and Stuart, 2008). The site is strategically located to
have access to both the Tulija River, via the Mihol River, and the Usumacinta River, via the
Chacamax River both historically important trade routes (Stuart and Stuart 2008). The site was
occupied as early as 500 BCE (Middle Pre-Classic) extending well into late 900 CE (Late
Classic; Liendo Stuardo 2007, Lopez Bravo 2005). However, it was not until 250-500 CE (Early
Classic) that the site began to take shape as it is known today (Lopez Bravo 2005). At its
epitome, Lakamha’ featured almost 1500 structures and a population of 6000-8000 people
(Barnhart 2001, Izquierdo and Bernal 2011, Liendo Stuardo 2007, Mathews 2007). The city core
expands 2km from East-West and approximately 800m across. This made Lakamha’ one of the
biggest and densest cities in the western Maya Lowlands.
There are two inter-site sacbeob that lead into Lakamha’, one on the north-west near the
Motiepa Group and a second one on the east near Ach’ Group (Campiani 2014). On the other
hand, no formal intra-site sacbe has been discovered. Campiani (2014), however, hypothesizes
that a walking path may have existed running from east-west. At first glance then, the city seems
to be divided by the Picota, Piedras Bolas, and Motiepa streams on the west-side; while the
Otulum, Murcielagos, and Ach’ streams divide the city on the east-side. Additionally, numerous
creeks and springs intersect at various other points throughout the city further dividing
architectural groups and plaza spaces. However, Lakamha’s water management system, not only
aided in flood and erosion control, but also helped connected and increase surface space for
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everyday activities (French 2002). City planners at Lakamha’ constructed subterranean
aqueducts, drains, bridges, damns, pools, and walled channels (French 2002). So, while many
Maya cities suffered from access to water, this city suffered from too much water.
This city presents a perfect location to study market exchange. Based on select excavations
throughout the site, it is suggestive that the city engaged in the production of ceramic figurines
(Marken and Gonzalez Cruz 2007), and ceramic wares (Venegas 2006). Further, there is
evidence in the production of textiles and agricultural products (Liendo Stuardo 2007, Mathews
2007); however, it is unknown the extent in the intensity of these products. Currently there is no
evidence that textile production extended beyond the household (Johnson personal
communication 2021); while there is evidence that intensification of crops was present in the
lower plains north of the Lakamha’ and potentially on the southern slopes behind the city
(Liendo Stuardo 2007). Other local products were tortuga blanca (Dermatemys mawii), white tail
deer (Odocoileus virginianus), sweet water fish (Centropomus undecimalis), chert (Johnson
2016, Varela 2016, Liendo Stuardo 2016), and color pigments (Marken and Gonzalez Cruz
2007). On the other hand, Robles et al. (2015) shows that Lakamha’ was also an active
participant in the exchange system with other regions within today’s state of Guatemala. For
example, under the mantle of the ajaw Pakal during the mid-600 CE, the site increased its access
in greenstone availability, with the majority coming from the Motagua Valley and Verapaz
(Robles et al. 2015). In addition, prepared obsidian cores were imported from El Chayal located
in the Guatemalan Highlands (Johnson et al. 2020). Lakamha’, however, was not limited to
exchange with the Guatemala highlands, it also participated in exchange systems with ancient
cities across the Mexican Gulf Coast region. For example, the 2016 field season uncovered
coastal resources, such as marine shell, at Lakamha’ (Johnson 2016, Liendo Stuardo 2016,
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Varela 2016), while Johnson et al. (2020) found obsidian originating from Zaragoza, Puebla,
Mexico.
The city appears to have experienced agricultural intensification, population growth, and
urbanization during the Classic Period. Liendo Stuardo (2007: 95) argues that the hinterland
settlements north of Lakamha’ were engaged in agriculture, implicating a specialization in
agricultural products in this region and requiring a centralized location to distribute agricultural
products at the city core. Further, the city witnessed at least three population booms around the
mid third century BCE (Late Preclassic), the seventh century CE, and a continuous growth
through the eight century CE, until its abandonment in the mid-ninth century CE (Liendo
Stuardo 2007, Mathews 2007). All of which were accompanied by architectural and urban
development (Venegas 2006). All of these are preconditions for a market economy as proposed
by Blanton and Fargher (2010) and Hirth’s (1998) contextual approach.
This paper is one of the first attempts in understanding the mechanisms of economic
exchange at Lakamha’. Past work has focused on the central precinct and the vast epigraphical
repertoire there, while largely ignoring households. Therefore, obscuring our understanding of
daily life within the city and how it was structured, organized, and how it operated (but see
Lopez Bravo 1995 and Marken and Cruz 2007). The recent work by the Proyecto Regional de
Palenque (PREP) have begun to focus on household archaeology in this ancient city. Although
their results are preliminary, their excavations show that Lakamha’ participated in a wide
exchange sphere through the presence of nonlocal materials found in elite households. Therefore,
Lakamha’ presents a clear opportunity to test the hypothesis that this city might have operated
under a market economy by first investigating a distribution location – the marketplace.
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Figure 7. Location of Lakamha’, Mexico (map by Barnhart 2001).

6.1 Identifying Potential Candidates for Marketplaces
After analyzing the results from the confirmed marketplaces, the criteria list proposed by
previous researchers (Table 1) was applied to each of Lakamha’s public plazas. The goal of this
analysis was to test whether or not at least one plaza meets the criteria proposed by the
configurational approach. The ancient city contains numerous large plazas, any of which could
have held a marketplace. Therefore, the list of potential candidates was narrowed by only
analyzing public plazas. A plaza was categorized as public based on the following: accessibility
to the public (open and easy access in and out of the plaza), no more than one side of the plaza
was associated with residential architecture, and is large in size (size exceeds that of the
buildings associated with it). However, this does not mean that vendors could not set up in small
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and more private plazas (plazuelas); but if this were the case, such marketplaces would not have
served to provide a centralized location to find multiple resources, provision the population of
the city, or hold larger number of vendors during special events. This resulted in eight potential
candidates (all named by the nearest architectural group): The Ach’ Plaza, Central Plaza,
Encantado Plaza (Figure 8), Limon North Plaza, Limon South Plaza, Nauyaka Plaza, Picota
Plaza, and Piedras Bolas Plaza (Figure 9).

Figure 8. Public plazas at Lakamha'. A) Central Plaza. B) Ach' Plaza. C) Encantado Plaza (map
adopted from Barnhart 2001).
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Figure 9. Public plazas at Lakamha’. D) Piedras Bolas Plaza. E) Picota Plaza. F) Limon South
Plaza. G) Limon North Plaza. H) Nauyaka Plaza (map adopted from Barnhart 2001).

The investigation at Lakamha’ followed the same methods as applied in the first portion of
this research. A cursory analysis of all 8 public plazas was performed using the unrefined
configurational approach (Figure 10-Figure 12), resulting in the Encantado, Limon (North and
South), and Picota Plazas as the most likely candidates. All four areas are plazas (criterion 1), are
located along the hypothesized walking-path (criterion 4), enjoys easy access to water (criterion
7), are close to a ballcourt (criterion 10), and are found within the central core (criterion 12).
Only the Encantado Plaza is located closest to a known sweatbath (within the Palace).
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Unfortunately, no excavations have been conducted at any of the structures on the edges of each
plaza. Therefore, it is impossible to know the function of any structure, rendering criteria 2, 3, 5,
6, 8, 9 and 11 impossible to determine.
Visually, however, we may determine a few things about these plazas. They all share a low
number of structures at its edges, making them readily accessible and public in nature. Further, it
doesn’t seem that mass ceremonial structures are present (criterion 6), but there seem to be
structures at key strategic access points (EC81 and E15 for Encantado, L1 and L77 for Limon
North, L72 for Limon South, and P23 for Picota) that may have served for administrative
purposes (criterion 2). Potential shrines (criterion 8) may be located in Picota (platform P55),
Limon South (platform L71), and Encantado (within the Encantado Temple, EC40). Lastly,
unique features that are visible within these plazas are: A) the Limon Plazas seemed to be
adjacent to residential groups (given the unity and presence in quadrangle groups) and some
structures at the plaza edges may have functioned as residences. Additionally, there is no clear
demarcation between the North and South Plazas, but here a separation was assumed because the
hypothesized pathway intersecting both; B) Encantado Plaza is adjacent to the ceremonial core
of Lakamha’ and it contains a long narrow platform (< 2m tall), that resemble the stalls found by
Anaya et al. (2021), Cap (2019), Chase (2018), and Roche Recinos (2021); C) the Picota Plaza
contains a C-shape feature (near P20) reminiscent of Str.15, a knapping area, in the Buenavista
del Cayo marketplace; and D) both the Encantado and Picota Plazas contained a stela, a feature
found at Maax Na’s marketplace which could have served as a marker to separate the sacred
from the mundane (Shaw and King 2015).
In addition to the basic application of Table 1, a secondary analysis was applied to see if the
same plazas resulted as the likely candidates and/or to see if we could reduce the number of
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potential candidates. This secondary analysis relied in investigating if plazas fell under 0.45ha,
walking distance to water and ballcourts were under 500m (or 200m Euclidian), there was an
absence of shrines, and spaces had 4 entrances. All observations derived from the confirmed
marketplace results. This secondary analysis resulted in the Limon North, Limon South, Picota,
and Piedras Bolas Plazas as likely candidates for a marketplace (Figure 11-Figure 12). The
plazas at Limon North and South, Picota, and Piedras Bolas measured between 0.42-0.59ha;
were located under 150m (85m Euclidian) from water and under 250m (178m Euclidian) from
ballcourts. The Picota and Limon North Plazas had two entrances, while the Limon South and
Piedras Bolas Plazas had three entrances. Unlike the Limon and Picota Plazas, the Piedras Bolas
Plaza, is only indirectly connected to the hypothesized pathway from the west and north. When
applying the second method to the Encantado Plaza it measured 1.13ha and it is located about
750m (500m Euclidian) from the nearest ballcourt, both which exceeded the median values for
verified marketplaces. Also, the plaza was restricted with only two entrances. Access to water,
however, was only 205m (135m Euclidean) away. Lastly, it is worth noting that the potential for
sweatbaths near these plazas are highly probable. All of these plazas are located within 180m
(Euclidean) from a spring, a “cosmological element” that Mayas often used to construct
sweatbaths around (Child 2007:252). At this moment, however, only three sweatbaths have been
uncovered in the city; two located on Group B (structure B2 and B8), and one within the Palace
in the Central Plaza (Child 2007).
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Figure 10. Secondary analysis of the Encantado Plaza.

Figure 11. Secondary analysis of the Limon North and South Plazas.
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Figure 12. Secondary analysis of the Picota and Piedras Bolas Plazas.

To analyze centrality, both Chase and Chase (2014) and Anaya et al. (2021) found that
servicing areas of their neighborhood markets cover approximately 3 km. Given that potential
locations at Lakamha’ are within the city core any of them satisfy this servicing area. Instead,
this paper investigated how long it will take for people to travel from one corner of the city to the
furthest potential market location in an attempt to analyze centrality. A path distance analysis
was applied to the furthest proposed location (Picota Plaza) from the opposite corner of the city
(Ach’ Group). Path distance in ArcGIS takes into account the traversed distance on the ground,
incorporating the cost in distance travel and other landspace obstacles (buildings, water, etc.).
Then to translate from a cost distance to cost time, Tobler’s Hiking Function was applied. This
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function calculates the time it takes to travel 1m as a function of slope. The path distance
analysis of the Picota Plaza (Figure 13) resulted in approximately 30min to reach from the
furthest point in Lakamha’ (Ach’ Group). This result, suggest that without much effort the
population at Lakamha’ could have attended even the furthest potential marketplace.

Figure 13. Path distance analysis from Ach’ Group to Picota Plaza.
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7. Discussion / Suitability of Original Criteria
The configurational approach has served as a backbone in marketplace research. It is almost
exclusively mentioned in the study of previously investigated marketplaces. However, not all
researchers made it clear which criteria were met (or used) during the preliminary step in the
research process. This investigation, therefore, compiled all criteria that has been previously
mentioned to be associated with Maya marketplaces. This resulted in a total of 16 criteria, 10 of
which could be implemented through visual exploration and 6 others requiring some sort of
archaeological excavations. This research used the 10 criteria that could be implemented
visually, and analyzed which criteria were found near currently verified marketplaces at different
Maya lowland cities during the 250-900 CE period.
From the twelve proposed indicators, only seven criteria were verified (1, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, and
12) to be associated with marketplaces. Given the lack of excavations, marketplace association
with sweatbaths, and administrative and ceremonial buildings could not be determined.
Similarly, given the lack of unique evidence in storage units, this criterion is impossible to
separate from stalls and could not be determined. What came as a surprise, however, was the
lack of evidence for shrines around marketplaces; as this criterion seems to be frequently cited in
most marketplace research. The results demonstrated that not all criteria are associated with
marketplaces. Instead, it was found that marketplaces (A) were located in plazas of about 0.45ha;
(B) had direct access to a transportation artery; (C) frequently contained stalls; (D) were located
under 200m in walking distance of water sources; (E) were under 500m in walking distance of
ballcourts; (F) lack residential structures at their boundaries; and (G) lack association with
shrines. Additionally, further scrutiny is necessary when assessing centrality; current
understanding of this criterion relies in the understanding that as long as the plaza is located
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within the urban center, it satisfies this criterion. However, Anaya et al. (2021) brings an
important argument that this creates research bias, and instead, proposed that service areas
should be studied.
When the configurational approach was implemented to each of the verified marketplaces
and at Lakamha’ it was clear that it’s difficult to implement this method without any prior
excavations. To narrow down potential candidates at Lakamha’, major assumptions in building
function were required. This allowed the configurational approach to narrow down the initial list
of 8, to 4 potential locations for a marketplace at this ancient city. These were the Limon North
and South, Picota, and Piedras Bolas Plazas. While the Limon Plazas represent the most
convenient location (it’s located closer to the middle of the city and on the hypothesized
pathway), a pathway analysis demonstrated that even attending the furthest plaza (Picota) would
have not taken any additional effort. Regardless, investigating 4 potential plazas is still a major
archaeological undertaking. Thus, the results of this investigation demonstrates that it’s difficult
to implement the configurational approach without prior excavations or knowledge of the area(s)
in question.
One of the major objectives of this investigation was to establish one or two potential
marketplaces for future investigations at Lakamha’. Unfortunately, the configurational approach
was not fruitful in this endeavor. However, what was discovered is that the criteria list currently
proposed can be misguiding, and some features in it are not actually associated with
marketplaces. For example, when compared to rejected marketplaces, non-market plazas also
shared the same associated attributes as that of a marketplace. Horlacher’s (2013) investigation at
Sayil and Caracol demonstrate the conundrum of using the configurational approach. Horlacher’s
soil analysis demonstrated that the verified marketplace at Sayil had no chemical signatures that
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resemble that of a marketplace. Additionally, although Chase et al. (2015) argued for the
presence of stalls near Caana Termini and Ramonal Plaza, these hypothetical markets were found
to not contain any soil signatures that supported such argument (Horlacher 2013). This
investigation showed that applying the configurational approach alone is insufficient, and
excavations are necessary to argue for a location to function as a marketplace. What might prove
a more convenient solution to the high cost associated with marketplace testing, is to find
structures that could serve as stalls. As this feature seemed to be ubiquitous in all verified
marketplaces, whether they were discovered through soil signatures or remnants in stall
foundations.
Further, this investigation showed that there are other factors influencing the placement of
marketplaces by Maya people. So, if access to certain features and amenities were not a
requirement for them, what was? Could it have been influenced by elite power, as Blanton and
Faragher (2010) suggest? If not managed by elites, did they set permissible locations? Did the
elite have any influence in them whatsoever? Or should criteria incorporate more cosmological
and symbolic criteria? These are but a few questions that may prove fruitful for improving the
configurational approach in future research.
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8. Summary
When first proposed by Hirth, the configurational approach only had 6 associated features
(1998). But as work on marketplace research grew, so did the list. Further, when marketplace
researchers would cite the configurational approach, it wasn’t always clear if they used the entire
criteria list. In an attempt to consolidate this issue, this investigation sought to summarize the
history of the configurational approach and marketplace research. This resulted in finding 4
criteria lists of associated features that have been proposed for finding marketplaces. While they
all contained some overlap, their origins are very different. First, the traditional three, was
developed from European markets. Second, Hirth’s criteria list incorporated the traditional three
and added other criteria based on ethnographic and ethnohistoric accounts from Mesoamerica.
Third, Plaza Plan 9 incorporated associated features from European markets and what was found
at Tikal’s market. Lastly, Dahlin et al. criteria list, borrowed from all preceding lists and built on
it from what seems to have been influenced by his own research at Chunchucmil, Mexico.
The application of these criteria list on both verified and rejected marketplaces yielded
interesting results. When the lists (here summarized into Table 1) were applied to verified
marketplaces, it became obvious that not all associated features fit with all markets. Instead, a
large diversity in marketplace form was discovered. Of the 10 criteria applied, only 6 were
associated with markets. Unfortunately, these same criteria, were also associated with rejected
marketplaces. This may have some implications in the decisions that Maya people had when
deciding where a market should be located.
It may be time to start rethinking what drove Maya planners in deciding the location of
marketplaces. The Western influence in our current approaches do not incorporate Maya views
of the world, making it difficult to understand the decision makings by Maya people. This
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investigation should promote future research to ask more and better questions. Such as: Did
markets actually promote prestige and wealth for the elites as proposed by Blanton and Fargher
(2010)? If markets where calendrical as some suggest, then what areas would have been used
during these important events that left certain plazas open for other activities like markets? What
other features could have influenced the placement of markets? What cognitive and symbolic
features could have been part of a criteria? Perhaps, there were no systems put in place, and why
could have that been?
Because of the lack in more “abstract” criteria and a lack in excavations, it is believed that
the applicability of the configurational approach to Lakamha’ was ineffective. Many plazas here
share the same associated features. Therefore, if one existed here perhaps there were other
criteria constraining its placement. Equally plausible, however, is that a marketplace could not
have existed at this site. Leaving future research to investigate other analytical avenues to
understand the economic systems at play in this ancient city.
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Appendix

Figure 14. iThenticate Similarity Report
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2018

Raskin, K., and J. Roldan. “A Cultural Resources Investigation of the French Creek Habitat
Improvement & Monitoring HI-022” On file at the Cultural Resources Facility, Humboldt
State University, Arcata, CA.

2018

Raskin, K., and J. Roldan. “A Cultural Resources Investigation of the Scott River, MillShackleford Creek Bridge FP-121” On file at the Cultural Resources Facility, Humboldt
State University, Arcata, CA.

2017

Raskin, K., and J. Roldan. “Cultural Resources Investigation for the Greater Eel River
Arundo donax Eradication Phase III (HR-196)” On file at the Cultural Resources Facility,
Humboldt State University, Arcata, CA.
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2017

Raskin, K., J. Roldan, and J. Roscoe “Cultural Resources Investigation for the Mendocino
Coast TMDL Implementation Program- Stewart Roads Project Mendocino, California” On
file at the Cultural Resources Facility, Humboldt State University, Arcata, CA.

Research Experience
2019-2020

Graduate Research Assistant, University of Nevada, Las Vegas

2017-2020

Staff Member and Research Assistant, Belize Archeology Field School, Belize. Director:
Dr. M. Cortes-Rincon

2017-2018

Undergraduate Lab Coordinator, Humboldt State University

2017-2018

Student Research Assistant, Cultural Resources Facility

2015

Research Assistant, Belize Archeology Field School, Belize. Director: Dr. M. CortesRincon

Field / Cultural Resources Management Experience
2019-2022

Archaeologist – Pathways Intern, United States Department of Agriculture, CaribouTarghee National Forest

2021

Lab Intern, Far Western Anthropological Research Group, Inc.

2021

Archaeologist, Wood PLC.

2019

Field and GIS Technician, Archaeological Research and Supply Co.

2018-2019

Archaeological Technician, United States Department of Agriculture, Six Rivers
National Forest.

2018-2019

Field Technician, Archaeological Research and Supply Co.

2018

Archaeological Consultant, William Rich and Associates

2017-2018

Archaeological Consultant, Roscoe and Associates

2017-2018

Field Technician, Tom Origer and Associates

Service
2022

Moderator, 17th annual Ethics Bowl, Society of American Archaeology

2022

Mentor, Research and Mentorship Program, University of Nevada, Las Vegas

2021-2022

Member, Graduate Peer Mentorship Program, University of Nevada, Las Vegas

2021

Volunteer, 37th Great Basin Anthropological Conference, Las Vegas, NV.
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2021

Poster Moderator, UNLV 23rd annual GPSA Research Forum

Conferences
2022

(March) Society for American Archaeology 87th Annual Conference, Chicago, IL.

2021

(April) Society for American Archaeology 86th Annual Conference, Online

2020

(October) Maya at the Playa 14th Annual Conference, Virtual Conference

2018

(April) Society for American Archaeology 84th Annual Conference, Albuquerque, NM

2018

(April) Society for American Archaeology 83rd Annual Conference, Washington, DC

2015

(February) Society of Women Engineers Region A Conference, Stockton, CA

2014

(October) Society of Women Engineers Annual Conference, Los Angeles, CA

2014

(April) Society of Women Engineers Region A Conference, Davis, CA

Lectures and Workshops Attended
2022

“Professionalism 101” Hosted by the UNLV Graduate College

2022

“Time-Management Workshop” Hosted by the UNLV Graduate College

2022

“Implicit Bias Training for Leaders” Hosted by the UNLV Graduate College

2021

“Writing a compelling personal statement” Hosted by the UNLV Involvement Center

2021

“Research poster design” Hosted by the UNLV Involvement Center

2021

“Time management for people who hate time management” Hosted by the UNLV College
of Engineering

2021

“How to build your digital professional presence” Hosted by the UNLV College of
Engineering

2021

“Starting from square one: Understanding scholarly publishing and your role as a
researcher” Hosted by the UNLV Libraries

2021

“Leave ‘em wanting more: Creating engaging presentations!” Hosted by the UNLV
Libraries

2021

“Citation manager showdown” Hosted by the UNLV Libraries

2021

“Tax workshop” Hosted by the UNLV Alliance of Non-traditional Students
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2021

“Mendeley 101: Citation Management” Hosted by UNLV Libraries

2021

“Heads, Skulls, and Sacred Scaffolds: New Insights on Late Maya Ritual Practices at
Chichén Itzá (and Beyond)” by Dr. Vera Tiesler. Held by the Institute of Pre-Columbian
society of New York Lecture series.

2020

“Academic Job Offer and Salary Negotiation” Hosted by UNLV Graduate College
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